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In the Future, 
What Will  

Competitive 
Advantage Be 
Based On…..?



HUMAN 

PERFORMANCE

Directly or indirectly everything your organisations does 

is down to the performance and ability of your people



……Unlocking 
The Hidden 

Human Horse 

Power 

of Organisational 

Performance



‘BEHIND THE EYE’ Change
Enabling Mind-set Transformation

‘IN FRONT OF THE EYE’ Change
Facilitating change ‘outside – in’

The Level of Change Required - A Distinction



Q. What is it that facilitates BEHIND THE EYE 

CHANGE?

What creates resourcefulness & openness in an 

individual ?



A: What we call ‘Quality of Mind’…

...and is the biggest single variable on our 

behaviour in any moment.

It is happening to all of us, all the time. 



OUR ABILITY IN ANY MOMENT TO ACCESS: 

 Clarity

 Resilience

 Creativity

 An openness to create meaning

 Connection with others

 Flow state

 Seeing possibility 

 Innate ‘inside out’ wellbeing

What is Quality of Mind?



Typical Indicators of Quality of Mind

Guarded and reactive Open and proactive 

Problem identifying / solving Growth & Opportunity seeking 

Personally invested Organisationally purposefully

Having to struggle to keep motivation, feeling 

‘battered’
Accesses innate resilience 

Working near burn out levels Ability to prioritise, and pace

Creates from known – needs to fit with their  

experience 

Willing to create from unknown – possibility 

Needs external pressures / incentive Navigating by internal meaning and desire 

Narrow minded, resists input and challenge Open minded, curious about possibility 

LOW QUALITY OF MIND HIGH QUALITY OF MIND



Clarity

Benefits of Understanding Quality of Mind for Individual



Benefits for the Effectiveness of Groups & Teams



Typical Indicators of Quality of Mind - Expanded  

Reactive & driven by insecurity  Proactive, yet  invisibly defaults to 

personal, restricted view 

Open, curious and vulnerable 

Leadership switches from apathy or 

avoidance to micro management

Leadership is about empowering 

others, and similar outlooks

Leadership is about liberating others 

to an unknown potential

Focuses on risk, consequences, is 

defensive and blocks others

Open, yet attached and invested to 

an outcome 

Mind neutral, engaged and 

committed but not attached

Personally attached to survival and 

own gain

Balances personal & organisational 

purpose

Sees beyond personal constructs

Apathetic, and succumbs to negative 

thoughts on motivation and energy

Uses willpower to push through Accessing a flow a state from  a 

more neutral mind and ‘desire’  as 
opposed to motivation   

Blinkered by insecurity & stuck in 

past experiences as the reference

Creates from known & fit with their  

scope of experience 

Willing to create from unknown –
Sees possibility as growth 

Unaware of the impact of their state 

of mind on communication

Focuses on saying the right things in 

the right way

Awareness of ‘space’ you come from 
when communicating is more 

important than the  content & style

LOW QUALITY OF MIND HIGH QUALITY OF MIND



Typical Indicators of Quality of Mind in Communication

Reactive & driven by insecurity  Proactive defaulting to risk averse Open, curious and vulnerable 

Contributions are personally 

invested, & inconsequential for the 

group value. Often confusing

Contributions are tangential often to 

prove a point or demonstrate self 

worth/value. Often verbose

Contributions solely add relevance 

for the group seeking clarity and 

connection. Succinct and insightful  

Focuses on difference and separation 

between people 

Confuses and links difference of 

opinion, with lack of connection

Knows connection is possible with 

anyone (and often crucial) 

Personally invested and blinkered Balances personal organisational 

purpose

Sees beyond personal constructs

Feels the need to manipulate and 

protect from opinions of others

Feels need to influence and reframe 

others

Trusts the collective wisdom of 

collaboration and co-creation 

Blinkered by insecurity & stuck by 

past experiences as the reference

Creates from known & fit with their  

scope of experience 

Willing to create from unknown –
Sees possibility as growth 

Unaware of the impact of their state 

of mind on communication

Focuses on saying the right things in 

the right way

Knows the content and style of 

communication is less important 

than the ‘space’ you come from 

LOW QUALITY OF MIND HIGH QUALITY OF MIND



Q. What do organisations normally focus on to 

increase of Quality of Mind? 



Focusing In The Wrong Place

Symptom not Cause

These things do work, but are 

not addressing what truly 

creates our Quality of Mind



Where To Focus for Performance - A New Paradigm

Traditional Levers 

The visible factors

My personality, beliefs and 
filters

My Skills, Competencies
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Traditional Levers 

The visible factors
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My understanding on what 
creates my Quality of Mind

My ‘Quality of Mind’ in the 
moment

Expanded View 

Quality of Mind as the basis 

for change

Where To Focus for Performance - A New Paradigm



An Understanding Based on Principles

…that once understood, enable you to work 
with them 

Universal

Consistent

 Law of Nature



The Understanding - In A Nutshell 

A. The human mind only works one way – inside out

B. The mind has an inbuilt design and capacity for success

C. Life will be more productive, and fulfilling the more 

deeply to realise the truth of A & B

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 

This  understanding is based on the work of Sydney banks and ‘the three principles ’

Did you think you 

knew this 

already?

Well there is more 

to see, but you can’t 
see it from thinking 

you know already. 

The only thing that can make our Quality of Mind go up and down 

is thought - not a situation,  not results, not your personality or 

genetics, not conversations with your boss…

The nature of system is self correcting. New thoughts, and 

resourcefulness are always available, we just don’t always do the 
right things to access them…..



And We Think We Already Know This…

 You see something new about what you 

already thought you knew. 

 We help you realise something about the 

how the human mind works. 

There are huge pervasive benefits in a realisation 

and principles based intervention….



Advantages of an ‘Principles Based’ Shift

 Realisation based. Due to the insight based nature 

of this intervention  - Once you truly get it, you can’t 
‘unget it’. Whereas tools, models and techniques 
are contextual, learned and dependent on the 

individual’s ability to apply them.

 Universal. The understanding is based on principles 

so it doesn’t only work in certain circumstances or 
situations, or only on some people. 

 Pervasive.  As this creates a shift in how we see the 

world, changes are wholesale and holistic; it will 

start to change a culture, automatically and 

effortlessly. 



WHAT ARE THE APPLICATIONS?

How do we go about working with organisations?



QUALITY OF MIND

To create 

extraordinary 

business results

Solutions for 
specific business 

challenges or 
opportunities

Leadership 

development & 

culture 

foundation

To increase the 
productivity, 

resourcefulness & 
wellbeing of the 

organisation

To facilitate 

organisational 

change

To improve the 
speed, 

sustainability & 
benefits realisation 

for a change 
programme

The Contexts We Work With Quality of Mind



To solve the currently unsolvable. Most organisations have specific business challenges 

and opportunities that once realised would be hugely significant to the bottom line 

• These challenges and opportunities are often complex; due to the systemic nature 

of organisations, embedded organisational cultures, and low QoM thinking. 

• They often take up a lot of employee energy, don’t get solved on time, and if solved 
don’t enable full benefits realisation and can have other negative consequences 
e.g. for relationship dynamics or silo creation.

• Quality of Mind workshops can be transformational in solving these challenges and 

opportunities, creating solutions that were invisible before.   Results are quicker, 

more profitable, and people are left feeling good about each other and the way 

forward.

1. Quality of Mind for Specific Business Solutions

Making Change Work:  Unlocking Personal & Operational Performance



That the team understands deeply & insightfully how the 

human mind works, and thereby enabling them to:

• To have insights that transform how they think and operate in life

• To have insights that transform how they think and operate as leaders 

and team members

• To have a benchmark of what working in a high quality of mind feels and 

looks like. 

• To get a step change in thinking on their chosen business topics

• To realise and remember there is an ‘invisible power’ available that can 
create fresh perspective, and resourcefulness

3 Day Workshop Outcomes



• An understanding of Quality of Mind unlocks a host 

of attributes that are key foundation of any

organisational culture.  

• QoM is important for all employees to understand, 

but crucial for the leadership to model and embody. 

• An understanding of QoM creates a very fertile 

ground for other developmental programmes 

(increasing their effectiveness) as well as reducing 

the need for them in the first place.

2. Quality of Mind for Leadership & Culture

Making Change Work:  Unlocking Personal & Operational Performance

Clarity



• The crucial variable: ‘Behind the eye change’ is the key determinate of all 
sustainable organisational change…

• Which is often overlooked: the amount of behind eye change needed is often 

invisible and therefore over looked. Or…

• We think can’t be changed: we believe it to be ‘fixed’ or limited in certain types of 
people or contexts.

• Benefits go beyond the change: This is highly relevant for organisational change 

initiatives, as the shift is hugely pervasive and has wide benefit footprint. It leads to 

a host of competitive advantages e.g. people can ‘outperform’ their  experience & 
expertise.

3. Quality of Mind for Organisational Change  

Making Change Work:  Unlocking Personal & Operational Performance



Unlocking What Really Makes Change Work

www.makingchangework.co.uk  

Piers Thurston


